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Context: 
Cultural & economic forces

 
Our relationships with plants are influenced by the 
dominant culture & our political & economic systems: 

 Capitalism: plants are a resource to be consumed or 
commodified (vs. plants are organisms that we share 
ecosystems with and are part of the living whole)

 Settler colonialism: the land we are on is ours to exploit 
and use (perspective taught to settlers and their 
descendants) 

 White culture hegemony: the above ways of interacting 
with plants is “correct;” other ways of seeing the world are 
quaint, naive, savage, ignorant, backward, etc.





Context: 
Cultural & economic forces

 
What are some of the ways you see these forces 

influencing your interactions with the natural world?



Common mediators of our 
plant relationships

OK, Amazon



Plants make us who we are 
 Humans in every part of the world have had ongoing 
relationships with plants since before the origin of 
humans

 Plants changed the earth’s atmosphere to its current 
oxygen-rich state

 All of our organs and tissues evolved in a bath of plant 
compounds

 Our taste buds developed in response to the need to detect 
a wide range of plant chemicals

 Modern research on aromatics, social benefits of city 
trees, physical benefits of time in natural settings, etc



Two quotes from Lab Girl 
by Hope Jahren

“Plants are the only things in the universe that can make sugar 
out of nonliving inorganic matter. All the sugar that you have 
ever eaten was first made within a leaf. Without a constant 
supply of glucose to your brain, you will die. ... It’s inescapable: 
at this very moment, within the synapses of your brain, leaves 
are fueling thoughts of leaves.”   

“Our world is falling apart quietly. Human civilization has 
reduced the plant, a four-million-year-old life form, into three 
things: food, medicine, and wood...” 





Building 
connections 
 How can we find connection 
with the plants we rely on and 
coexist with?



Tending plants
  
 Cultivate a garden

 Volunteer at a local urban farm or 
garden (examples later)

 Tend wild plants in your 
neighborhood

 Care for street trees (contact 
DDOT arborists or Casey Trees)

 Allow spaces within your 
influence to be wild

 Save and share seeds

 Sometimes, choose to cultivate 
plants just so they can grow, 
without expectation of benefit    

                                   

                        

       Ricky Bratz, NC @cazimihealing_nc



Learning the 
local flora

                                                        Vilde Chaya Fenster-Erlich, NY

  Botanical Society of Washington (www.botsoc.org)

 Maryland Native Plant Society (www.mnps.org)

 Virginia Native Plant Society

 US National Arboretum: Fern Valley

 City of Trees (Melanie Choukas-Bradley)

 https://caseytrees.org/resources-list/d-c-street-trees-map/



Finding Ancestral 
connections 

 Humans in every part of the world 
have had ongoing relationships with 
plants since before the origin of 
humans. Take some time to think and 
ask:
 Which plants shaped your 

social/cultural/political histories?

 Which plants do(es) your culture(s) 
currently have relationships with?

 Which plants are important to your 
family and/or other communities you 
are a part of?

 Which plants have an influence on you 
as an individual?

Owen Taylor (@seedkeeping)
and Chris Bolden-Newsome tell  

amazing stories about the seeds they 
save and the cultural connections 

people have with plants

http://www.mnps.org/




Michell Lee
Working the Roots: Over 400 
Years of Traditional African 

American Healing
“There is an enduring myth that the moment the African 
captives stepped off of the jetties into the holds of the slave 
ships at locations like the Gate of No Return on Toree Island, 
Senegal, they lost all direct contact and connection with their 
African homeland. 

In fact, while contact was unimaginably difficult, it never 
ceased……

…..many African American spirit and folk medicine 
practitioners have worked to bridge the old Atlantic gap, 
delving out the roots of their beliefs and practices on the 
African continent and merging them into a unified whole.” 



Reciprocity



Reciprocity
Though the Earth provides us with all that we need, we have 
created a consumption-driven economy that asks, “What 
more can we take from the Earth?” and almost never “What 
does the Earth ask of us in return?

The premise of Earth asking something of 
me—of me!—makes my heart swell. I 
celebrate the implicit recognition of the 
Earth’s animacy, that the living planet has 
the capacity to ask something of us and 
that we have the capacity to respond. We 
are not passive recipients of her gifts, but 
active participants in her well-being. We 
are honored by the request. It lets us 
know that we belong.

                    --Robin Wall Kimmerer



 Space to grow

 Seed dispersal and other 
reproductive assistance

 To be composted

 To be left alone sometimes

 To be harvested sometimes

 To be protected from the onslaught 
of development and habitat 
destruction

What do plants want? 
 Questions of reciprocity and anthropomorphism
(by which I mean, we are only guessing about what plants “want”!)



Gratitude practices 
 Expressing gratitude is good for your mental and 
physical health! People who research this have found the 
following benefits for people who express gratitude:

 Improved self-reported happiness

 Improved self-esteem

 Improved perception of physical health

 Facilitates relationships

My favorite study title:
An Upward Spiral Between Gratitude and Humility 
Social Psychological and Personality Science, 2014
Kruse, E., J. Chancellor, P.M. Ruberton, S. Lyubomrisky
“Our results suggest that humility and gratitude are mutually reinforcing.”



Gratitude 
practices 

What are some ways you can 
practice gratitude and/or reciprocity 
in your interactions with plants?

Check out Toi Scott’s work at

queerherbalism.blogspot.com



 Recognize & value non-human plant relationships



Ritual and ceremony
Work with plants through ancestral/cultural 

connections, plants you are in proximity with and / 
or have personal connection to. There is no plant 

that is “the right one” for everyone. These are some 
of my favorites: 

    Burning // purificaion (rosemary, 
willow, mugwort, pine resin, aromatic 
plants)

  Bathing (rose, lemon balm, lavender-- 
aromatic plants) 

  Symbolic plants placed in home, garden 
(rose, hawthorn, mugwort)

  Harvest with gratitude and intention



Aromatic plants
Throughout history, and across cultures, people have 
used aromatic plants in rituals, ceremonies, and other 

landmark events and moments
  
  Aromatic plants trigger the limbic 

system directly
 These plants can be both relaxing and 

stimulating to smooth muscles, and can 
sharpen focus

 Smells have strong mental associations, 
triggering emotions or memories



Think of the last time you received a bouquet of flowers, or brushed 
past a patch of mint in a field, or simply stood in the deep part of a 
forest and smelled, just smelled, the earth, the spruce, the moss. 
Chances are you experienced a moment where you lost track of your 
responsibilities, your desires, your plans and just existed in the 
fragrance. If even for a second, you tapped into a very primeval state of 
being: it is childlike, flowing, and free. In such a state, it is difficult to be 
judgemental, anxious, rigid, sad, or angry - and this may be why we so 
often give gifts of scented flowers when we want to nurture an 
atmosphere of love, understanding, and joy. 

This fact may also underlie the nearly universal practice of burning 
scented plants, resins, and oils to alter the "energy" of a room or space: it 
clears the mind, sets the stage for creative, spiritual work, and attunes 
us to the present moment. Cultural rituals have harnessed the power 
aromatic plants hold over us and have embedded their use into the peak 
times of our lives: at birth and death; during marriage celebrations; as a 
cornerstone of purification ceremonies; during the dark, wintry months 
when the light is low; as part of meditative practice.

--Guido Mase
http://aradicle.blogspot.com/2012/08/aromatic-plants-cultivating-scented.html



  Causes harm to marginalized group while benefiting the 
dominant group (e.g. financial, benefit, social status, 
appearing “exotic”) 

Falsely assumes knowledge of the practice while using it 
outside of its context 

Cultural 
appropriation 
 Harmful use of cultural, spiritual, 
and/or religious practices of a 
marginalized group by a dominant 
or  colonizing group



Cultural appropriation 
 Harmful use of cultural, spiritual, and/or religious practices of 
a marginalized group by a dominant or colonizing group

 Often done despite clear and direct requests to the contrary by 
the cultural that originated the practice

 Often felt as a desecration of a sacred practice or object by the 
culture of origin

 Usually a misunderstanding of harm and/or relationship to the 
culture in question

Loba (@lalobalocashares) has lots of good 
things to say about this-- read and support them!





Discovering your own plant 
connections 

 
 Ask yourself: What plants do you encounter on a regular basis? 

Which of those do you feel connected to? 

Observe: how does this plant grow? Who does it support (human 
and/or non-human)? What does it teach you? 

 Find out: Do those plants have cultural or historic resonance for 
you? (It’s OK if they don’t!)

 Wonder: how can I support this plant?

Hang out with the plant! Watch and listen.

 Ask: in what ways can I incorporate this plant into my life? Is it 
OK to harvest it? If so, what next?  



Creating space for plants in the city

• Replace lawn with wild plants and gardens
• Plant native plants alongside food plants
• Create food forests on public or private land (for public 

land use, contact DPR)
• Ask your ward arborist to protect trees in your 

neighborhood
• Observe and appreciate wild spaces in the city
• Advocate for wildlife in your neighborhood
• Consider greywater systems and composting



Wangari Gardens





THEARC farm



THEARC farm



The farm at Kelly Miller



The farm at Kelly Miller



Tricia McCauley memorial garden
Ledroit Park Community Garden

Common Good City Farm





Robin Wall Kimmerer: Braiding Sweetgrass
Michelle Lee: Working the Roots
Wendy Geniusz: Our Knowledge is not Primitive: 

Decolonizing Traditional Anishianbe Botanical 
Knowledge

Krysta Schlyer – River of Redemption: Almanac of 
Life on the Anacostia

Timothy Scott: Invasive Plant Medicine
Guido Mase: The Wild Medicine Solution
Hope Jahren: Lab Girl
Richard Powers: The Overstory



United Plant Savers: www.unitedplantsavers.org
Rethinking wildcrafting zine: 

https://unsettlingamerica.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/pl
ants-g-wild.pdf

Toi Scott: queerherbalism.blogspot.com
Maryland Native Plant Society: 
   www. mdflora.org
Botanical Society of Washington: www.botsoc.org
Instagram accounts: @lalobalocashares, @queernature 

@dorimidnight, @rootsofresistance, @lalobalocashares, 
@catalystcommunityherbals, @seedkeeping



Little Red Bird Botanicals               

Community Apothecary       

 ▼ Locally-grown medicinal herbs
 ▼ Herbal wellness appointments

▼ Handcrafted herbal products   
 ▼ Classes, workshops, & plant walks

 
Open Wednesdays 4-7pm or by appointment             

2437 15th St NW DC in the Josephine Butler Parks Center    
      



www.littleredbirdbotanicals.com
           Holly Poole-Kavana

littleredbirdbotanicals@gmail.com                                             

                (202) 726-1924

Instagram @littleredbirdbotanicals                           

            

https://unsettlingamerica.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/plants-g-wild.pdf
https://unsettlingamerica.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/plants-g-wild.pdf
http://mdflora.org/
http://www.botsoc.org/
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